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P R E S E N T E D  B Y  



TODAY
MAIN POINTS OF DISCUSSION

Target Audience/Publics

Key Messages

Goals 

Tactics

Questions



DONOR 
INITIATIVE



Primary targeted audience.

DONORS

TARGET AUDIENCE

The positive testimonials of

previous beneficiaries allows for

an inward flow of new donors

PAST PARTICIPANTS OF GF

Main Focus: Events help brings focus on educating

the public on GF, its mission, previous partnerships

and its work throughout the community

RATIONALE

Seeing GF's efforts within the

community may create new

partnerships with donors

L.A. COMMUNITYPREVIOUS PARTNERS OF GF

Previous partnerships within the

community builds a donor's

trust and will to donate



KEY MESSAGES 

... relationships with

potential donors/partners

and community members

that are long-lasting. 

SECURE

....continued growth

and strength of the

foundation

SUSTAIN

...monetary and moral 

 support from our

donors for our

foundation and its

participants

SUPPORT



GOALS 
FOR GASOL FOUNDATION

IMPROVE OVERALL OUTREACH EFFORTS

Helps emphasize the foundation's importance of gaining new

donors. This can increase both city and nationwide awareness for

GF.

CREATE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR GF WITH THE
HELP OF NEW AND CURRENT PARTNERS

More partners means more funding for Gasol Foundation for

future events and projects, and optimizing and improving

programs. 

ESTABLISH AND ENHANCE A U.S SOCIAL MEDIA
PRESENCE SEPARATE FROM SPAIN ON ALL PLATFORMS

Difficult to reach an American audience in a dynamic way when

sharing accounts targeted toward the Spain audience



A digital press kit will provide essential

material and information for prospective

donors.

Increase GF's donations by 30% within the

span of 6 months.

Using digital press kits to

initiate a relationship between

donors and GF.

OBJECTIVE #1

STRATEGY #1 RATIONALE #1

TACTIC (A):

Curate and distribute press

releases and media

advisories

TACTIC (B):

Develop and maintain media

pitch, fact sheet, and other

supplemental material



Events foster a sense of unity, community

involvement and support. 

Goal: provide participatory events that entertains,

informs and draws in a new audience to contribute

in the fight against childhood obesity.

Expose Gasol Foundation to 50 new partners

within the span of 8 months

Host events that garner traditional and

social media attention through

community engagement and education

TACTIC (A): TACTIC (B): TACTIC (C):
Involve local fire/police

stations and hospitals

with in-kind donation

drive awareness.

Involve corporate

companies to

participate in in-kind

donation drives. 

Create an annual event

that includes opportunities

to learn, engage, donate

and invite others to join.

Pitch to local media,

such as KTLA, The LA

Times and 

LA Mag

OBJECTIVE #2

STRATEGY #2 RATIONALE #2

TACTIC (D):



Our target audience would most likely engage with

inspirational and heartwarming stories that will give

the foundation a voice and generate visuals worthy

of engagement.

Increase social media engagement by 20%

within 6 months

Using testimonials from

beneficiaries to garner traditional

and social media attention

OBJECTIVE #3

STRATEGY #3 RATIONALE #3

TACTIC (A):
Create and maintain GF

program beneficiary video

testimonial series on all

platforms with calls to action

to become a “partner”

Create and

premiere foundation

overview promotional

video at events 

TACTIC (B): TACTIC (C):
Update GF social media

platforms and website to

enhance the quality of

posts and photos.

Update and maintain

blogs that discuss

campaign aspects, event

recaps and foundation-

related news

TACTIC (D):



Raise community visibility by showcasing GF’s strong

and recognizable visual identity in many ways,

maximizing the connections they make between

their beneficiaries and their community.

Expand brand awareness by 25% through

promotional material within 8 months

Create and distribute materials with GF logo and

key messages to increase their brand

recognition in the community and awareness of

the issues surrounding childhood obesity

Design, print and

distribute information

cards with our key

messages.

Partner with CSULB

49er Shops to create

merchandise for

potential giveaways

Design, print and

distribute GF souvenirs,

such as stickers, pins,

etc. 

OBJECTIVE #4

STRATEGY #4 RATIONALE #4

TACTIC (A): TACTIC (B): TACTIC (C):



COVID-19
INITIATIVE



PAST & PRESENT
PARTICIPANTS AND FAMILIES

Primary target audience
includes majority of low-income Latino/Spanish-

speaking families, children (age 6-12), &
parents/grandparents (age 30-60)

NEWS MEDIA

Assists in showcasing how GF is taking on
the stay-at-home order and keeping

participants engaged and active

NEW & CURRENT PARTNERS
Assists in showcasing how GF is taking on

the stay-at-home order and keeping
participants engaged and active



GOALS 
FOR GASOL FOUNDATION

IMPROVE OVERALL OUTREACH EFFORTS

Helps increase awareness of GF services in the midst of the

pandemic that can translate to traditional outreach after it

subsides

ESTABLISH COMMUNICATION EFFORTS WITH
PREVIOUS AND CURRENT PARTNERS 

This is essential in order to garner current information on past

and present participants and establish outreach efforts. 



KEY MESSAGES 

... relationships with

previous and current

beneficiaries and

community members that

are long-lasting.

SECURE

....continued growth and strength

of the foundation in order to

provide communities and

partners with the utmost

beneficial services and provide

children with a healthy lifestyle

during the stay-at-home order. 

SUSTAIN

...our communities and

beneficiaries during this

pandemic any way that

we can (through food

delivery, helpful digital

content, and more)

SUPPORT

“CONFINEMENT DOES MEAN A FLARE UP IN OBESITY.” - PAU GASOL



PAST AND PRESENT GF PARTICIPANTS

Create platform to relay

information about changes in

the foundation due to COVID-

19

Use created platform to post

content created just for

participants (healthy recipes,

home exercises, etc.)

#HealthyQuarantine

 

GOALS

Increase engagement with

past and present participants

and families on all social

media platforms to promote

#HealthyQuarantine

Increase awareness of the

services Gasol Foundation is

offering during COVID-19

orders

 

STRATEGY

Gasol Familia Facebook

Page

Gasol Brothers Intro

Video

'Tell a Friend' Campaign

TACTICS



NEWS MEDIA

Increase awareness on how

GF is helping the

community during the

pandemic and stay-at-

home orders

Angled at focusing on

preventing childhood

obesity from home.

GOALS

Have stories written about

GF in several news outlets

and news publications

Physically feature GF

representatives on local

news channels

 

STRATEGY

Create media pitches to

distribute to local outlets

with news stories that focus

on children’s health in

quarantine

TACTICS



NEW AND CURRENT PARTNERS
BOYS & GIRLS CLUB / YMCA

Gather information of

past and present

participants and families

of GF 

GOALS STRATEGY

Compile email pitches to

distribute to both partners

and prospective participants

(from partner to participant)

to be contacted for

information

LA-based Facebook

rationale

 

TACTICS

Reach out to previous

and current partners



TACTICS
GASOL FAMILIA 

Relay information about changes in the foundation prompted by COVID-19

Post relevant content created just for participants (healthy recipes, home

exercises, etc.) and continue using #HealthyQuarantine

Useful for during and after pandemic climate subsides

Draft press release and email pitches/templates to use toward partners in

order to garner participant details, or templates for them to use 

Drafts are open for direct messaging toward participants

Post Pau Gasol videos, in both English and Spanish, to increase views and

traffic to the new page

Send this to partners and participants (record video in Spanish as well) 

Send video to local media outlets and YMCA & Boys & Girls Club to promote

and play for their audiences



WHY GASOL FAMILIA?
The global COVID-19 pandemic has prompted many organizations, specifically nonprofits, to adapt their

programming in order to fit the current needs of their beneficiaries.

Need to change what was traditionally face to face interaction, into virtual or remote interaction, while still

delivering quality and fulfilling experiences.

Our new initiative, Gasol Familia, will be a Facebook page dedicated to the foundation’s current and past

participants of its programs, based in California. 

Post latest updates about food donations, our #HealthyQuarantine exercise activities and recipes, and messages

from our founders Pau and Marc Gasol

Gear towards our California location’s participants due to differences in messaging requirements and audience

analysis.

We also want to make sure our content is streamlined for the events happening in real time in the U.S. only, and

would not be able to do this if we were to focus on both our Spain and California audiences 

Our Gasol Familia page will be our way of fostering a sense of community within our audience that can translate out

of the online territory into reality when our stay-at-home orders are lifted.

 

 

 

 

 



MERCHANDISE


